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Statement of the American Civil Liberties Union of Massachusetts, the New England Area 
Conference NAACP, the New Bedford Branch of the NAACP, and the Lawyers Committee 
for Civil Rights and Economic Justice on the Stop and Shooting of Malcolm Gracia 

I. Introduction  

On the evening of May 17, 2012, fifteen-year-old Malcolm Gracia was fatally shot by 
two New Bedford police officers after he had stabbed another officer.  The incident began when 
officers stopped and seized two teen-age boys as they left a neighborhood basketball court and 
escalated quickly to the shooting and death of Gracia.  After Gracia’s death, the Office of Bristol 
County District Attorney Samuel Sutter (DA) conducted an investigation of the shooting and the 
events leading up to it.1  In a report released to the public, the DA concluded that the shooting 
was justified under the circumstances and provided a legal rationale for the stop that precipitated 
it.  The ACLU of Massachusetts, the New England Area Conference NAACP, the New Bedford 
Branch of the NAACP and the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights and Economic Justice have 
reviewed the findings and conclusions set forth in the DA’s Report.  Based on that review, we 
have concluded that the investigation was inadequate and that its conclusions were not supported 
by the evidence.  The DA’s report is deficient in two critical respects: (1) it fails to provide an 
adequate justification for the second and ultimately fatal shots fired at Gracia; and (2) its analysis 
of the initial stop of the two boys fails to examine critical evidence and is wrong as a matter of 
law.      

 
For these reasons, we are today requesting that the Attorney General of the 

Commonwealth  exercise her legal authority to require a judicial inquest concerning the death of 
Malcolm Gracia.  We believe that an inquest is necessary to resolve unanswered questions and 
conduct a thorough analysis of the circumstances surrounding Gracia’s death. In addition, we 
have asked the Attorney General, through her Civil Rights Division, to examine the stop and 
frisk procedures and the meet-and-greet program of the New Bedford Police Department. 

 
A. Facts according to the DA’s report 

The following facts are taken from the DA’s report:   
 
On the evening of May 17, 2012, five officers of the New Bedford Police Gang Unit, 

three of whom remain unidentified,2 were having dinner inside police headquarters on Rockdale 
Avenue.  Sergeant Brian Safioleas, the Gang Unit supervisor, was watching live video 
surveillance of Temple Landing, a neighborhood park with two basketball courts and a grassy 
area on his desktop computer.  From this computer video feed, Sergeant Safioleas saw a group of 
people near the basketball courts, including two teens whom he did not recognize.  He showed 
the feed to a few other officers, who also did not recognize the teens. The two teens were 
Malcolm Gracia and an unnamed companion.  From the view on Sergeant Safioleas’s desktop 

                                                 
1 A separate review of the shooting was conducted by the New Bedford Police Department.  The findings and 
conclusions of that review were not provided to the District Attorney.  On October 16, 2012, ACLUM made a public 
records request pursuant to Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 66, § 10 to Chief Provencher of the New Bedford Police 
Department for the report of the results of that review.  The Police Department has not responded to that request.  
2 The DA fails to name any of the officers involved in the incident, save Detective Barnes, who was stabbed.  
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computer, the officers saw the two greet the others with what “appeared to be a gang 
handshake.”  DA Report at 8.  Based on this greeting, viewed on the video feed, four officers 
drove to Temple Landing to investigate.   

 
As the two unmarked — but readily identifiable — cruisers approached the basketball 

courts, the group of teens dispersed. The officers followed the two teens, Gracia and his friend, 
as they walked north on Cedar Street. The lead vehicle drove past the boys, stopping ahead of 
their path.  The officer in the passenger seat got out of the car and walked south to face them.  It 
is unclear what, if anything, the officer said as he walked toward them.  According to the officer 
he yelled out, “Hey guys, what’s going on tonight.  I just want to talk to you.”  Id.  Gracia’s 
friend, however, stated that the officer never attempted to engage them in conversation before 
telling them to “put their hands behind their backs.”  Id. at 9, n. 7.  Similarly, a bystander witness 
standing on Cedar Street stated (when interviewed) that the officer said nothing to the boys 
before ordering them to “stop and put their hands up.”  Id. at 8, n.3.   

 
As the officer approached, the boys did not call out to him, but simply continued walking 

in the same direction.  According to the officer, “they grew noticeably tenser and their previously 
normal walking gait” quickened.  Id. at 9.  The officer claimed that on account of the boys’ 
alleged nervousness, he “immediately perceived a threat” and told the teens to take their hands 
out of their pockets.  When the teens did not remove their hands, the officer decided he wanted to 
pat frisk both of them and proceeded to walk toward them.  Reaching them, the officer put a 
hand on each of their shoulders and waited for Officer Barnes to get out of the car and assist him.    

 
Meanwhile, a second pair of unnamed officers had parked their cruiser farther to the 

south of the boys “along the sidewalk, and they were together, walking north towards the 
encounter.”  Id.  The officer with the teens told Gracia and his friend to put their hands on a 
nearby car; when they did not comply the officer “tried to guide Gracia and his friend towards a 
car parked along the sidewalk.”  Id.  As the officer “guided” them, Gracia: 

 
suddenly turned and ran south and easterly towards the row of Cedar 
Street residences.  Gracia was then faced with the two detectives 
approaching together from the south.  Gracia abruptly stopped and backed 
up towards his initial direction.  He now appeared to be grasping at his 
waist pocket with both of his hands. 

 
Id.  Officer Barnes grabbed Gracia’s shoulders “in an attempt to control his movement.” Gracia 
then stabbed Barnes twice, and fled south along Cedar Street.  Id. at 10. 

 
As he ran, he was confronted by the two officers who had been approaching from the 

south; they directed him to stop but “Gracia advanced” toward one of the officers.  Id.  The 
Report does not make clear the nature of Gracia’s advance toward the unnamed officer, whether 
the officer was attempting to block Gracia’s escape or whether it was Gracia who was forcing a 
confrontation.     At some point, the other detective, standing to Gracia’s right, fired a Taser at 
him but missed.  Id.  At that point, both detectives in Gracia’s general vicinity had their guns 
drawn and pointed at Gracia; both continued yelling at him to stop advancing.  Gracia’s refusal 
to stop and drop the knife led both officers to fire at Gracia.  Id. at 11.  Three shots were fired.  
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One or more of these shots struck Gracia, causing him to fall to the ground.  The detectives told 
Gracia to stay down, but, still holding the knife, he attempted to get back to his feet. As he got on 
one knee with his other foot on the ground, three more shots were fired, one of them going 
through his head.  Id.  

 
II. The Report does not adequately support the conclusion that the fatal shots were 

justified  
 

With respect to the second set of shots, the DA’s Report states that each of the detectives 
determined independently that the use of deadly force was necessary.  Without further analysis, 
the DA concluded that the shooting was justified. The essential flaw in the DA’s Report is that it 
fails to distinguish between the justification for the first and second set of shots fired.   Without 
careful analysis of this critical distinction,  the DA’s conclusion that the shooting was justified 
simply does not follow from his recitation of the facts.  Ultimately, the DA’s conclusion may 
prove to be correct.  However, an inquest is necessary to ensure that, under the applicable legal 
standard,  the conclusion is supported by the facts. 
 
 A. The DA’s Report leaves unexamined or unanswered critical questions  

concerning the justification for the shooting. 
 

It is undisputed that after the officers witnessed Gracia stab Officer Barnes, they had 
probable cause to seize Gracia and effectuate an arrest.  The question is whether they used 
excessive—indeed, deadly—force to do so.  See Parker v. Town of Swansea, 310 F. Supp. 2d 
356, 366 (D. Mass. 2004) (quoting Jarrett v. Town of Yarmouth, 331 F.3d 140, 149 (1st Cir. 
2003)) (In case where arrest was warranted, the question remained: “whether the amount of force 
used was objectively reasonable under the circumstances. . . . [I]n the Fourth Amendment 
context, ‘under clearly established law,’ the use of deadly force ‘is constitutional only if, at a 
minimum, a suspect poses an immediate threat to police officers or civilians.’”).   
 

Where, as here, the police have already used deadly force to subdue a dangerous 
individual, there must be separate justification for using additional force likely to result in 
death.3  Thus, the second, and fatal, set of shots fired at Gracia can be justified only where, at the 
time those shots were fired, the detectives had a basis for believing that Gracia posed a threat to 
their safety and that the use of deadly force was necessary and not excessive.  See Hopkins v. 
Andaya,  958 F.2d 881, 886-87 (9th Cir. 1992) (second round of shots fired at wounded attacker 
was not justified where time elapsed between first and second shots and threat to officer’s life 
was avoidable). 
 

The DA’s Report wholly fails to examine whether this second round of deadly gunfire 
was justified.  Instead, it conflates the justification for the first and second set of shots, noting 
only in its concluding paragraph that Gracia was “within several feet of the detective . . . when 

                                                 
3 See Parker, 310 F. Supp. 2d at 367 (“[A]ssuming, arguendo, [Officer] Roussel acted reasonably in firing the initial 
shots at Parker, the jury could have found that he was not justified in continuing to shoot. . . . The testimony from all 
officers was that the shooting continued uninterrupted until Parker finally fell down. Thus, the jury could reasonably 
have concluded that Officer Roussel did not reassess whether, and to what extent, Parker constituted a threat while 
he continued to shoot.”); cf. Napier v. Town of Windham, 187 F.3d 177, 185-87 (1st Cir. 1999) (analyzing each 
series of shots separately).  
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the first three shots were fired” and that events proceeded rapidly.  A  number of unanswered 
questions are readily identifiable in the report: 

 
• the nature of the threat that existed after Gracia had been felled by the first shots, 
• how far he was at that time from either of the detectives, 
• what were the extent of his injuries from the first shots, 
• how long he was on the ground, 
• how much time had actually elapsed between the first shots and the second shots, 

and  
• where the detectives were situated in relation to Gracia when the second shots 

were fired.   
 

These are critical facts. The weapon carried by Gracia was a knife, not a gun.  If he posed a 
threat to the detectives, it was only because his injuries were not disabling and he was close 
enough to inflict a wound with the knife.  This issue, however, has not been addressed.   
 

Moreover, the summary of the autopsy report suggests the possibility that neither of the 
detectives may have been at risk of immediate harm when the second shots were fired.  The 
autopsy report indicates that four bullets struck Gracia, but none of these shots were fired at him 
head-on.  Three entered his back and were apparently fired from behind him. The trajectories of 
two of these bullets suggest that they were fired from directly behind him and that one may have 
been fired while he was on the ground and bent forward. The fourth was a shot to the head which 
appears to have been fired from Gracia’s right.  It entered just below his right ear and passed 
directly through his head, exiting at the level of the left ear.  The DA did not address these facts, 
nor their potential relationship to the threat Gracia allegedly posed to the officers after he was on 
the ground.    

 
Finally, this possibility—that the officers were not in imminent danger after the first set 

of shots—is underscored by the medical examiner’s finding that none of the wounds indicated 
any damage to skin from gunpowder or gases associated with the escape of a projectile.  This 
finding led the examiner to conclude that the shots were not near gunshot wounds but were fired 
at some distance.  How this physical evidence squares with the account of the shooting and the 
conclusion that it was justified was simply not discussed.   
 

B. An inquest is necessary to determine whether Gracia’s death was justified  
 

An inquest is necessary to address the outstanding questions about the shooting described 
above.  In addition, an inquest would answer why it was determined that no ballistics tests could 
usefully be performed.   Answering these questions, in addition to providing for a more careful 
analysis of the forensic evidence, including testimony by the individual who performed the 
autopsy, would be the focus of an inquest.    

 
Indeed, some of these questions appear unanswered in the DA’s Report because certain 

information may not have been provided to the DA by the New Bedford Police Department. The 
Report notes that the New Bedford Police Department conducted an independent investigation of 
the shooting, but the findings and conclusions of that investigation were not provided to the DA.  
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In addition to the Police Department’s review, there are likely other police records that may have 
been of use to the DA, such as: the reports that each detective is required to file as a matter of 
course; Shot Spotter records which may have disclosed the exact time that shots were fired; the 
Taser records which are electronically recorded by the weapon whenever it is fired; records 
which would show how many shots were fired by each of the officers; the recordings of police 
radio traffic at the time of the incident; and any witness statements taken by the New Bedford 
police.  None of these records are mentioned in the DA’s report.  An inquest would fill these 
gaps in the evidence as well. 
 
III. The stop was unlawful, and may be representative of potentially systemic problems 

with the New Bedford Police Department’s “meet-and-greet” program 
 

The description in the DA’s Report of the police response to Malcolm Gracia’s presence 
at Temple Landing suggests an aggressive and unlawful use of stop and frisk tactics by the New 
Bedford police.  And it was not an isolated incident.  The encounter that led to the tragic events 
of May 17, 2012 appears to be representative of police tactics which have prompted increased 
complaints to the New Bedford Branch of the NAACP about the New Bedford Police 
Department’s treatment of young men of color.4  The facts, as presented in the DA’s Report, do 
not support a justification for a Fourth Amendment seizure.  It begs the question whether, had the 
encounter been executed properly, both the stabbing and the shooting could have been avoided.   

 
The purpose of a “meet-and-greet” program cannot be to routinely force teenagers into 

“consensual stops” that are no more than unconstitutional seizures.  Balancing the need to police 
at-risk communities with the mandate to respect the constitutional rights of law-abiding members 
of those same communities is a challenge.  Yet, the Commonwealth must protect against the 
systematic erosion of constitutionally protected rights, even on the good faith assumption that it 
is being done in the interest of safety.  Teenagers in low-income or disadvantaged 
neighborhoods, known in police parlance as “high-crime” neighborhoods, must not endure a 
Fourth Amendment double-standard under the guise of keeping their communities safe.  The SJC 
has been clear—merely because one lives in a so-called “high crime” area cannot justify a stop.  
See Commonwealth v. Cruz, 459 Mass. 459, 467 (2011) (stop may not solely be justified on basis 
of high crime “because many honest, law-abiding citizens live and work in high crime areas.”) 
(internal citations omitted).5  Systemic violations mainly occur in so-called “high-crime” areas in 

                                                 
4 The increase in complaints is anecdotal, as the New Bedford Branch does not keep formal statistics, however, Juan 
Cofield, President of the New England Area Conference of the NAACP, has confirmed this observation.  As part of 
the ACLUM’s public records request on October 16, 2012, see supra fn. 1, it asked for “[a]ny rules, regulations, 
policies, directives, standing orders or similar records concerning . . . [inter alia] (e) Reporting stops by New 
Bedford police officers, other than motor vehicle stops, which do not result in arrest; (f) Reporting stops by New 
Bedford police officers, other than motor vehicle stops, which do not result in arrest; (g) To the extent separate from 
that described in paragraphs e and f, reporting of encounters with civilians pursuant to the New Bedford Police 
Department “Meet and Greet” program; (h) Review by the New Bedford Police Department of the stops or 
encounters described in Paragraphs e, f and g.”  As of the date this petition was submitted, no records have been 
provided.  
5 See also Commonwealth v. Cheek, 413 Mass. 492, 496-97 (1992) (“Where there is a report of a crime in a 
neighborhood which police consider to be a “high crime area,” law enforcement officials may not conduct a broad 
sweep of that neighborhood stopping individuals who happen to live in the area and be about, hoping to apprehend a 
suspect. To permit police investigative stops under the sparse facts present in this case would be to encourage 
unduly intrusive police practices. The problems that may face the Grove Hall section of Roxbury or any other 
similar ‘high crime area’ will not be resolved any more readily by excluding the individuals who live there from the 
protections afforded by our Constitution.” ). 
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part because communities thus categorized have a larger police presence.  But, constitutional 
violations are also occurring in those neighborhoods because the police are looking for, and thus, 
expecting, criminal activity.6   
 
 Nor can police infer criminal activity merely from a disadvantaged youth’s display of 
“nervous” or “tense” behavior.  Many of the “facts” on which police officers tend to rely as a 
basis for their suspicion are inherent in all members of this population they are meant to be 
protecting.  If it is typical for youth in Gracia’s neighborhood to spend time in the evening at 
basketball courts, unmonitored by parents, and distrustful of police officers, these traits should 
not represent clues to potential criminal behavior.  Moreover, teenagers from disadvantaged 
backgrounds like Gracia’s are likely to appear tense, nervous, and skittish even out of the 
presence of police. 
 

Children from disadvantaged neighborhoods are more likely to experience 
any number of major family stressors, such as family chaos, conflict, 
violence and dissolution, victimization/incarceration and/or death of a 
family member, and neglect and/or maltreatment than children raised in 
more affluent communities. They are also prone to live through financial 
instability, residential instability and/or homelessness, parental mental 
illness and/or substance abuse.   
 

See Laurel J. Kiser, Protecting Children from the Dangers of Urban Poverty, 27 Clinical 
Psychology Rev. 211, 212 (2007). Teenagers in low-income, predominantly minority 
neighborhoods will often exhibit heightened responses to police presence, even when no criminal 
activity is present, simply because their senses are attuned to stress.7  Using factors such as 
“nervousness,” “averting eye contact,” or “unresponsiveness” to infer criminal activity among 
disadvantaged youth will not only return many false positives, but is an unreasonable inference.  
See Commonwealth v. Martin, 457 Mass. 14, 21 (2010) (“That the defendant became nervous 
when questioned by Officer Henriquez does not add much to the equation, particularly in light of 
his young age.”) (citing United States v. McKoy, 428 F.3d 38, 40 (1st Cir. 2005) (“Nervousness 
is a common and entirely natural reaction to police presence . . . .”)).  See also Cruz, 459 Mass. 
at 468 (“[A] myriad number of innocent reasons other than hiding criminal contraband may more 
readily explain why a nineteen year old man would appear nervous while being addressed by a 
police officer.”).  
 

A. The DA did not properly analyze the facts that led up to Gracia’s seizure 

                                                                                                                                                             
 
6 See Andrew Guthrie Ferguson & Damien Bernache, The “High Crime Area” Question:  Requiring Verifiable and 
Quantifiable Evidence for Fourth Amendment Reasonable Suspicion Analysis, 57 Am. U. L. Rev. 1587, 1624 
(2008) (citing Johnson v. United States, 333 U.S. 10, 14 (1948) (“[T]he fact that an individual officer sees crimes 
every day does not mean that these areas should necessarily be areas of lesser Fourth Amendment protection. The 
Fourth Amendment is in part meant to act as a check on the interests of officers ‘engaged in the often competitive 
enterprise of ferreting out crime.’”)).   
7 See also Kiser, Clinical Psychology Rev. 27 at 212 (“Once exposed to trauma, evidence suggests that 23-29% of 
children display symptoms of posttraumatic stress disorders (PTSD).  Of children victimized by violence this 
percentage increases to 70% [citation omitted].  Symptoms of PTSD form three clusters: re-experiencing the event, 
avoidance of stimuli associated with the trauma and numbing of responsiveness, and increased arousal [citation 
omitted].”).    
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The DA concluded that the stop, and attempted search, of Gracia and his friend was a 

permissible seizure, and in keeping with Massachusetts law.  In fact, the stop was not preceded 
by any reasonable suspicion that Gracia or his friend was engaged in any criminal activity, and, 
was thus unconstitutional.8  See Arizona v. Johnson, 555 U.S. 323, 326 (2009). 

 
 The relevant inquiry is what facts were known to the officers prior to the seizure. 

Reasonable suspicion must be articulated at the time the seizure is made.  See Commonwealth v. 
Mercado, 422 Mass. 367, 369 (1996).  The tragic sequence of events that occurred moments later 
do not justify the unlawful stop.9  The DA’s report, full of specific details about Gracia’s serious 
mental health problems and Facebook postings, fails to indicate what relevance those problems 
had on the initial stop.  No matter how much Gracia’s back-story colors the night in question, ex 
post reasoning to justify a seizure is not permissible.  See Commonwealth v. Barros, 435 Mass. 
171, 178 (2001) (citing Commonwealth v. Thibeau, 384 Mass. 762, 764 (1981) (“[A]n [officer’s] 
suspicion must be reasonable before the [stop] begins. Were the rule otherwise, the police could 
turn a hunch into a reasonable suspicion by inducing the conduct justifying the suspicion.”)).  If 
the officers noticed facts that raised any suspicion that Gracia’s mental state was volatile, the 
officers certainly did not articulate them.  Looking only at the facts known to the officers at the 
time the actual seizure occurred, the stop was unlawful.  Whether Officer Barnes’s injuries and 
Gracia’s death are explained by Gracia’s severe mental health problems and home-life is 
completely irrelevant to whether the initial stop was justified. 

 
Before the seizure occurred, the facts — as articulated by the unnamed officer — were 

the following:  (1) two teens greeted their acquaintances at a well-populated basketball court 
around dinner time with an alleged “gang handshake;” (2) neither was readily recognizable via a 
desktop computer video feed; (3) upon the officers’ arrival at the park, the group dispersed; (4) 
after trailing Gracia and his friend, the teens did not respond to the unnamed officer saying “Hey 
guys, what’s going on tonight;” (5) as the officer walked toward the teens they grew more tense 
and began to walk more quickly; and (6) the teens failed to comply with the officer’s order that 
they remove their hands from their pockets. 
                                                 
8 The DA also attempts to justify the stop as a “consensual” encounter but fails to conduct any real analysis on this 
point.  Although the SJC has “held that the police may follow in a cruiser someone whom they observe engage in 
suspicious conduct to further their investigation,” Commonwealth v. Franklin, 456 Mass. 818, 822 (2010), the police 
may not force an individual into conversation without transforming the encounter into a seizure.  See id.  Plainly, 
there was nothing (even objectively) consensual about this encounter.  Even crediting the unidentified officer’s 
claim that he merely asked to speak with the boys, the encounter quickly lost any consensual nature.  After receiving 
no answer to his initial entreaty (“Hey guys, what’s going on tonight”) it was clear that the teens were exercising 
their right to not speak to the officer.  See Illinois v. Wardlow, 528 U.S. 119, 125 (2000) (An individual has a “right 
to go about his business or to stay put and remain silent in the face of police questioning.”);  see also United States 
v. Burton, 228 F.3d 524, 527 (4th Cir. 2000) (citing Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1, 33, (1968) (Harlan, J., concurring) 
(“The authority of police officers to initiate such ‘police-citizen encounters’ is the same as, but no greater than, the 
authority of an ordinary citizen to approach another on the street and ask questions.  By the same token, the citizen 
encountered in this manner has the ‘right to ignore his interrogator and walk away.’”)). That the officer continued to 
pursue the boys “after being rebuffed is highly relevant in determining whether a reasonable person, in view of all 
the circumstances, would have felt free to  terminate the encounter and leave.”  Barros, 435 Mass. at 175-176.  
 
9 Whether the subsequent stabbing is a sufficient intervening act to dissipate the taint of the initial unlawful seizure 
is irrelevant for our purposes.  The fatal shooting makes this determination unnecessary, as there are no pending 
charges against Gracia requiring a suppression determination. Instead, this seizure must be seen for what it is — 
unlawful.  Recognizing it as such is not only owed to the Gracia family, but will help end this kind of unlawful 
conduct by police.  
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These facts, even examined as a whole, do not come close to demonstrating a reasonable 

suspicion that criminal activity was afoot.   See Commonwealth v. Bacon, 381 Mass. 642, 643-44 
(1980) (quoting Commonwealth v. Silva, 366 Mass. 402, 406 (1974) (“Simple good faith on the 
part of the officer is not enough. The test is an objective one.”)).  First, the basis for the officers’ 
initial interest in Gracia and his friend rests on incomplete, if not implausible, facts.  It was dusk 
when the officers first saw the teens through their video-feed, and the report fails to give any 
description of the quality of the video-feed relied on by the officers, or the location of the 
cameras in the park. Aside from the alleged gang handshake, the officers claimed interest in the 
teens because they were “unrecognizable.”  Yet, being unknown to police officers is typically 
considered a point in one’s favor, as it undermines any suggestion that officers knew of any prior 
criminal activity by the person.  See Martin, 457 Mass. at 21 (weighing against factors that led 
toward suspicion was that “the defendant was not known to the officers as someone having 
previously been arrested for criminal activity.”). Moreover, Gracia and his friend were not even 
spotted near a recent crime scene, but, rather in a place one might expect to find teenage boys — 
a basketball court.  Even if the boys had been near a crime scene, that alone is not enough.   

 
Next, the fact that two New Bedford teenagers did not voluntarily engage the officer is 

innocuous, and indeed, understandable.   Even assuming the officer first approached the teens in 
the conversational manner he claims, the teens were within their rights to ignore the officer and 
continue on their way.  A lack of response to an officer’s attempt to engage a citizen in 
conversation cannot be the basis for suspicion that the individual is, or is about to, commit a 
crime.  Barros, 435 Mass. at 178 (citing Silva, 366 Mass. at 406-07 (“The Commonwealth argues 
that . . . we should consider the defendant’s suspicious activities, including his breaking eye 
contact with the officer and his refusing to answer the officer’s initial questions.  Such factors 
cannot provide reasonable suspicion for justification of a detention or seizure.  It was the 
defendant’s right to ignore the officer.”)).  See also Commonwealth v. Grandison, 433 Mass. 
135, 139 (2000).     

 
Nor can the fact that the teens walked with their hands in their pockets, without more, 

suffice to arouse suspicion.  See Narcisse, 457 Mass. at 11 (citing approvingly, Burton, 228 F.3d 
at 528-29, which held “that a citizen’s refusal to answer questions and to take his hands out of 
his pockets was not enough. ‘[A]n individual’s ‘refusal to cooperate, without more, does not 
furnish the minimal level of objective justification needed for detention or seizure.’”); 
Commonwealth v. DePeiza, 449 Mass. 367, 372 (2007) (exhibiting nervous or furtive 
movements not enough to satisfy the standard when these factors are considered in isolation).   

 
The facts here are similar to those in Martin:10  

                                                 
10 In Martin officers were looking to serve a warrant on a particular juvenile.  Seeing a juvenile in the area wearing a 
hooded sweatshirt, the officers drove alongside the youth “who ignored them and continued walking with his head 
down.”  Martin, 457 Mass. at 16. After the officers rolled down a window and asked the defendant his name, it 
became clear to the officers that he did not resemble the juvenile for whom they were looking.  Nevertheless, they 
proceeded to ask the juvenile his birthdate and age.  When those answers did not square, one officer left the cruiser, 
approached the defendant, and attempted to frisk him.  Id. at 16-17.  “[The officer] asked the defendant if he had any 
weapons. When [the officer] received no answer, he attempted to pat frisk the defendant, informing him that ‘for 
safety,’ he was going to conduct a pat frisk. The defendant pushed the officer’s hands away, and stated, “You can’t 
touch me.’ [The officer] told the defendant to ‘calm down’ and proceeded with the pat frisk, which revealed a loaded 
gun.”  Id. at 17. 
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[N]othing about the circumstances supported a belief that the defendant 
might be armed or engaged in criminal activity; Officer Henriquez had no 
report involving the defendant, or any criminal or suspicious activity 
occurring in this particular location. . . . Although the defendant appeared 
nervous, he made no furtive gestures. . . . Although the defendant did not 
respond to Officer Henriquez’s inquiry concerning weapons, he was under 
no obligation to do so, and his silence in response to the question, by 
itself, did not legitimately give rise to a reasonable fear for safety because 
his silence was not accompanied by circumstances or conduct that gave 
rise to a belief that he was inclined to act out violently. 
 

457 Mass. at 20. 
 

Finally, the fact that Gracia and his friend did not immediately flee from the officer 
specifically weighs against a finding of reasonable suspicion to make the stop.  In the report, the 
DA states that “[s]ometimes, such as when the person is armed with an unlawful weapon or 
possesses contraband, the person will take off from the scene and elude the officers.”  DA’s 
Report at 9.  Likewise, it appears that the officer relied on the teens’ quickening gait as a signal 
that they might be attempting to elude him.  Yet, the report states that at the time their pace 
allegedly quickened, they were walking toward the officer.  Id. 

 
Thus, it is unclear how this factor is relevant to suspicion of criminal activity, unless the 

officer suspected the teens were intending to harm him.  That theory, however, is also not 
supported by the evidence.  The officer continued to walk toward Gracia and his friend, even 
after they failed to heed his order and remove their hands from their pockets.  Had the officer 
believed Gracia to be imminently violent, he could have waited for back-up before approaching.  
See Terry, 392 U.S. at 32 (“Any person, including a policeman, is at liberty to avoid a person he 
considers dangerous. If and when a policeman has a right instead to disarm such a person for his 
own protection, he must first have a right not to avoid him but to be in his presence.”). Instead, 
upon reaching the boys, the officer put a hand on each of their shoulders even before his partner 
was out of the cruiser.   

 
B. An investigation into the New Bedford meet-and-greet program will shed 

light on the circumstances surrounding the initial encounter with Gracia and 
prevent such unlawful conduct in the future 

 
 An investigation is necessary not only to determine whether the stop here was lawful, but 
also to help assess whether the New Bedford Police Department’s meet-and-greet program is 
being improperly executed on a regular basis, as it would appear from the complaints in the New 
Bedford community.  The Attorney General has the authority to investigate and bring 
enforcement actions to protect the civil rights of the Commonwealth’s citizens, which are 
guaranteed by the Massachusetts Constitution and the Civil Rights Act, Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 12, 
§§ 11H-J.   
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Section 11H of [Mass. Gen. Laws ch.] 12 authorizes the Attorney General 
to seek equitable relief to protect the peaceable exercise of rights secured 
by law when threats, intimidation, or coercion interfere or attempt to 
interfere with rights secured by law. There is no explicit, and no 
justification for finding an implicit, exception for officers of the law, 
although the defendant police officers’ status may be relevant in 
determining whether to issue a particular injunction. . . . In appropriate 
circumstances, a judge has discretion to enjoin future police misconduct. 
A single, egregious incident involving a collective violation of a citizen’s 
rights and a collective failure to prevent or to report that violation would 
warrant issuance of an injunction where, as here, the judge found that, 
without any injunction, the defendants “will regard themselves as free to 
continue” their unlawful conduct.  

 
Commonwealth v. Adams, 416 Mass. 558, 566 (1993). 
 

An investigation into the policies, practices, and (potentially) training of New Bedford 
police officers would help to ensure disadvantaged youth do not suffer a Fourth Amendment 
double-standard.  An investigation may also help set forth the permissible factors on which 
police officers may rely when deciding whether to stop a teenager for a “meet-and-greet.”  
 
IV. Independent examination of the Firearms Training and the Firearms Discharge 

Review Procedures of the New Bedford Police Department 
 
 Separate and apart from any inquiry into the death of Malcolm Gracia in the course of a 
judicial inquest, there are substantial questions concerning the New Bedford Police Department’s 
review of the shooting, and the training the Department provides to its officers in the use of 
firearms.  According to the DA’s Report, the New Bedford Police Department conducted its own 
investigation of the shooting of Malcolm Gracia.  Yet neither the purpose of that investigation 
nor its results have been made available to the public.  Indeed, the Department has failed to 
respond to a public records request which sought not only the report of the investigation but the 
Department’s rules and regulations concerning the use of firearms by police officers and any 
internal review of firearms discharges.  In view of the lack of public access to these records, we 
believe that an independent inquiry into the department’s procedures and training is needed.  
   
 The value of independent inquiry into these issues is demonstrated, and perhaps framed, 
by the 2008 RAND Corporation study of firearms use and review by the New York Police 
Department.  That study, “Evaluation of the New York City Police Department Firearm Training 
and Firearm-Discharge Review Process,” set forth comprehensive recommendations for 
improvements in that department’s training and review procedures.  See 
http://www.nyc.gov/html/nypd/downloads/pdf/public_information/RAND_FirearmEvaluation.pd
f.  Given the lack of transparency in New Bedford, we cannot say for certain that New Bedford 
would benefit from consideration of those recommendations.  However, if the DA’s Report and 
the apparent concurrence of the New Bedford police are any guide, better training and oversight 
of the use of deadly force would seem to be warranted. 
 

http://www.nyc.gov/html/nypd/downloads/pdf/public_information/RAND_FirearmEvaluation.pdf
http://www.nyc.gov/html/nypd/downloads/pdf/public_information/RAND_FirearmEvaluation.pdf
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 As we have requested an investigation by the Attorney General’s Civil Rights Division of 
the New Bedford Police Department’s meet and greet program, we believe that inquiry should 
extend as well to the training in the use of firearms received by police officers and the review of 
firearms discharges by the Department. 
 
V. Conclusion 
 

For the reasons we have outlined above, we believe that the events of May 17, 2012, have 
not been adequately investigated or explained.   The death of Malcolm Gracia should be the 
subject of a formal judicial inquest under the provisions of  Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 38, §§ 8-13.  
Because the District Attorney has concluded that the Gracia shooting was justified and has 
terminated his investigation, we are requesting that the Attorney General exercise her authority 
under the statute to notify the Chief Judge of the New Bedford District Court that an inquest into 
Malcolm Gracia’s death is required and that her office assist in this proceeding to ensure that 
there is a thorough and independent investigation of Gracia’s death. 

 
We believe as well that there are important factual and legal questions concerning the 

practices of the New Bedford Police Department which require further investigation.  We are 
therefore requesting that the Civil Rights Division of the Office of the Attorney General 
undertake an inquiry into the New Bedford Police Department’s “meet and greet” program and, 
if warranted, seek remedial relief by consent or by the institution of an action for injunctive relief 
pursuant to Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 12, § 11H.  Given the questions that we have raised about the 
shooting, we have also suggested  that it would be appropriate, in the course of such an inquiry, 
for the Civil Rights Division to consider the adequacy of the current training of New Bedford 
police officers with respect to the use of firearms and of the Department’s review of the use of 
firearms by its officers. 

 
 
 
January 14, 2013 
 
 
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION    NEW ENGLAND AREA CONFERENCE, NAACP 
OF MASSACHUSETTS      Juan Cofield, President 
John Reinstein, Senior Counsel   P.O. Box 320128 
211 Congress Street     West Roxbury, MA 02132 
Boston, MA 02110 
 
 
LAWYERS COMMITTEE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS   NEW BEDFORD BRANCH, NAACP 
AND ECONOMIC JUSTICE                 Mark Green, Sr., President 
Rahsaan Hall, Deputy Director     95 Cedar Street 
294 Washington Street      New Bedford, MA 02740 
Boston, MA 02108 
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